
 

 

  

 

 

 

 Alien Life Visiting Us        

Q.8   Suppose a craft from another ‘Star’ landed on our planet , beings , non threatening, joined with 

humans, learnt to speak with us & after six months went home one night, what sort of report might they 

= give their leaders about earth? Well, maybe this has already happened? OK, HOW DID WE SCORE?  

‘Jacob's Ladder’ - a stairway for walking from Kings Park       

 to the Swan River, in Perth, WA. Fit people go the UP-WAY! 

Jacob's Ladder was named after the famous biblical leader 

Jacob who was later re-named Israel = same as the country.     

A ladder leading to & from heaven, featured in a dream, 

during his escape from his big-troubles. See Genesis Ch 28. 

Well, you might Wonder about ‘who from Heaven came down’, or think of movies of 

things landing softly, or not at all. (Hovering = that’s impressive considering GRAVITY, eh!) 

Or the spectacular crashing of Alien Spaceships into the dirt, or ocean, or a city. Have we 

found their craft, their bodies, have we looked after them in ‘secret hotels’? (To them it 

probably feels like a prison!) Have we made all the technological advancements all-by-our-

own-brain-cells, or is it sadly-maybe-true that we have just copied theirs? Oh, if you do 

copy/cheat/plagiarise with your school assignments or in exams = YOU get in BIG trouble!  

God in the Garden of Eden. God said Abraham’s not-yet-born-sons to be 2 nationalities. 

God had dinner with Moses + 74 others on Mount Sinai ‘on a Sapphire-blue pavement’. 

Then they went down & made a ‘Golden Calf’ = no-Wonder why He was angry with the 74! 

Did GOD look like that? NO: Cows are holy in India. 2023 = Chinese calendar year 4,721. 

Myan Calendar starts again = 2012 movie: No kids wanted to do their homework that year!  

Who are all those enormous pictures for: The Nazca Lines> 

When the Spanish explorers arrived, the locals were very 

“surprised they came on-the-water-ships & NOT SKY-SHIPS!”   

Dogon African Tribes give facts from the Sirius Star system: 

This tribe’s stories gives precise location of a star system & 

phenomena NOT discovered by modern science until now! 

Dogon’s describe a third star in the Sirius system that has yet to be discovered,                  

& gravitational observations might prove their claim to be true. Close ~8.5 light years away. 

Since we ARE here & all the plants & creatures: ARE we the first/only-so-far planet with a 

integrated habitat, or ARE there many that we just haven’t discovered yet? We ARE trying! 

Earth-ZOO-Idea: aliens avoid us allow for natural evolution, socio-cultural development, & 

avoiding contamination, similar to people observing animals at a zoo. Pan-sperm-ia-Idea:  

seeds of life go/sent/propagate throughout the universe & simply start life anywhere it can. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Genesis


Alien Life Visiting Us - page 2.   

Science writer Bryan Walsh: why haven't had/made contact: 
1. Aliens want to talk to us but can't. 
2. Aliens are smarter & Earth is too slow.  
3. Radio signal 1st sent 1962. (Marconi invented in 1895.) 
4. Scientists thought sending space messages ~ bad idea?  
5. Aliens could be hiding from us. 
6. Aliens leave us alone - until we pose a threat. 
7. They are hibernating (in sleep-mode) at the moment. 
8. We are living in ‘outskirts’ - where life is least located. 
9. Advanced civilization can't last long enough. (A warning) 
10. Climate-Change ‘likely preventer’ reaching star systems. 
11. Search finding remains: maybe evidence of extinct ones. 
12. Aliens live inside their respective planets = hard to see. 
13. Aliens already visited Earth — just not recently. 
14. Earth holds the only intelligent life in the universe? But … 
15. "We are convinced there must be life on other planets, or we wouldn't search for it." 
16. Fermi: NO Earth-like planets outside our solar system = zero found 40 years ago. 
17. NASA's planet-hunting Kepler Space telescope, 2009-18: found +2,000 exo-planets. 
18. NASA NOW confirms +5,200 exo-planets & ~9,200 more are awaiting confirmation. 
19. Chance: Look at exact part of space, at the right time? So, lot’s more jobs for you! 
20. SETI's monitoring system is guessing that aliens are trying to message us! But how? 

 
Nearly all scientists believe that ʻOumuamua’ -     
the 2017 ‘space ship, cigar, sausage or bread-stick’ 
probably originates from outside our solar system. 
Particularly interesting = didn’t follow expected orbit 
– had extra “non-gravitational force” acting on it. 
 

NASA formed a ‘Unidentified Anomalous Phenomena’ UAP team in 2022. Controversial: 
A public meeting talked about the harassment that the team members have faced online, 
For: from people who are certain that aliens are REAL & have definitely visited Earth, & 
Against: those think it’s ridiculous - government agency investigating claims of alien craft. 
 

We know WHERE: ‘Armageddon’ = Megiddo, Israel. 
Christians know this is the place of the final battle, 
described in the Book of Revelation, New Testament: 
 ‘Another-Christ’ will lead the Kings-of-earth in a war, 
as the ‘Real-Christ’ comes back/down to save us all. 
Panic a little less = Good future => good 1,000 years. 
We don’t know exactly WHEN: the news is that we 
get clues, changes, marks, signs, warnings, etc.  

 
So if we did, ‘entertained angels’ or did a ‘WWJD’ challenge: ‘What Would Jesus Do?’ 
Whether we know if we did well in the ‘mystery guest challenge’ & PASSED the TEST? 
Maybe the very feeling we get that ‘someone cares how we behave, that someone is 
watching, that there is a test/evaluation’ & that there is more than just this our one-lifetime: 
THAT makes more sense why we care how/where we bury our people to ‘Rest in Peace.’ 
WE SEEM TO CARE a lot about other people, plants, animals & the whole environment.  
 
The alternative is that we, like locusts ‘Greedy-Grasshoppers’ = only consume everything, 
then leave this planet destroyed, going off to find somewhere else to do the same to next? 
Our houses & cities seem sterile: keep our-environment controlled like a spaceship & keep 
other life-forms OUTSIDE! Are we behaving as if WE don’t BELONG here? Think?>ACT! 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2208177-interstellar-object-oumuamua-almost-definitely-not-aliens-we-think/

